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Abstract: We are trying to use  Data mining techniques in such 
a manner so that we will be able to learn pattern of large 
database in such a way to understand effect of changing or 
modification in Present database as per there pattern learning  
into the future. It is impossible to supposed future effect of any 
changes in present Data. However, there are important new 
issues which arise because of the sheer size of the data. One of 
the important problems in data mining is the Classification-
rule learning which involves finding rules that partition given 
data into predefined classes. In the data mining domain where 
millions of records and a large number of attributes are 
involved, the execution time of existing algorithms can become 
prohibitive, particularly in interactive applications we are 
trying to learn pattern of different Result data. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
In General we are unable to decide how we should 

justify a change in syllabus of any course until unless we 
have not seen the effect, which is also difficult because of 
not able to seen in future. Our work support to think in future 
about positive effect of change. In   classification/clustering 
we analyze a set of data and generate a set of grouping rules 
which can be used to classify future data. For example, one 
may classify diseases and provide the symptoms which 
describe each class or subclass. We can also use Data mining 
technique to understand crime pattern and its future 
repetitions [8-11]  

In sequential Analysis, we seek to discover patterns that 
occur in sequence. This deals with data that appear in 
separate transactions (as opposed to data that appear in the 
same transaction in the case of association). For e.g.: If a 
shopper buys item A in the first week of the month, then 
she/he buys item B in the second week etc.   

There are many algorithms proposed that try to address 
the above aspects of data mining. Compiling a list of all 
algorithms suggested/used for these problems is an arduous 
task. I have thus limited the focus of this report to list only 
some of the algorithms that have had better success than the 

others. Algorithm which are developed having complexity. 
We will consider the platform and coding so that the earlier 
complexity of the algorithm will be reduced. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK  HAS DONE:   
We now return to the sequential pattern mining 

framework of Agrawal & Srikant [13] which basically 
extends the frequent item sets idea described above to the 
case of patterns with temporal order in them. The database D 
that we now consider is no longer just some unordered 
collection of transactions. Now, each transaction in D carries 
a time-stamp as well as a customer ID. Each transaction (as 
earlier) is simply a collection of items. The transactions 
associated with a single customer can be regarded as a 
sequence of itemsets (ordered by time), and D would have 
one such transaction sequence corresponding to each 
customer. In effect, we have a database of transaction 
sequences, where each sequence is a list of transactions [15] 
ordered by transaction-time. 

The temporal patterns of interest are also essentially 
some (time ordered) sequences of itemsets. A sequence s of 
itemsets is denoted by s1,s2, · · · sn, where sj is an itemset.. 

While we described the framework using an example of 
mining a database of customer transaction sequences for 
temporal buying patterns, this concept of sequential patterns 
is quite general and can be used in many other situations as 
well. Indeed, the problem of motif [14] discovery in a 
database of protein sequences that was discussed earlier can 
also be easily addressed in this framework. Another example 
is web navigation mining. Here the database contains a 
sequence of websites that a user navigates through in each 
browsing session. Sequential pattern mining can be used to 
discover those sequences of websites that are frequently 
visited one after another. 

We next discuss the mechanism of sequential pattern 
discovery. The search for sequential patterns begins with the 
discovery of all possible itemsets with sufficient support. The 
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Apriori algorithm described earlier can be used here, except 
that there is a small difference in the definition of support. 
Earlier, the support of an itemset was defined as the fraction 
of all transactions that contained the itemset. But here, the 
support of an itemset is the fraction of customer transaction 
sequences in which at least one transaction contains the 
itemset. Thus, a frequent itemset is essentially the same as a 
large 1-sequence (and so is referred to as a large itemset or 
litemset) . Once all litemsets in the data are found, a 
transformed database is obtained where, within each 
customer transaction sequence, each transaction is replaced 
by the litemsets contained in that transaction. 

The next step is called the sequence phase, where again, 
multiple passes are made over the data. Before each pass, a 
set of new potentially large sequences called candidate 
sequences are generated. Two families of algorithms are 
presented by Agrawal & Srikant (1995) [13] and are referred 
to as count-all and count-some algorithms. The count-all 
algorithm first counts all the large sequences and then prunes 
out the non-maximal sequences in a post-processing step. 
This algorithm is again based on the general idea of the 
Apriori algorithm of Agrawal & Srikant (1994) [13] for 
counting frequent itemsets. In the first pass through the data 
the large 1-sequences (same as the litemsets) are obtained. 
Then candidate 2-sequences are constructed by combining 
large 1-sequences with litemsets in all possible ways. The 
next pass identifies the large 2-sequences. Then large 3-
sequences are obtained from large 2-sequences, and so on. 

The count-some algorithms by Agrawal & Srikant (1995) 
intelligently exploit the maximality constraint. Since the 
search is only for maximal sequences, we can avoid counting 
sequences which would anyways be contained in longer 
sequences. For this we must count longer sequences first. 
Thus, the count-some algorithms [16] have a forward phase, 
in which all frequent sequences of certain lengths are found, 
and then a backward phase, in which all the remaining 
frequent sequences are discovered. It must be noted however, 
that if we count a lot of longer sequences [17 ] that do not 
have minimum support, the efficiency gained by exploiting 
the maximalist constraint, may be offset [18] by the time lost 
in counting sequences without minimum support (which of 
course, the count-all algorithm would never have counted 
because their subsequences were not large). These sequential 
pattern discovery [21] algorithms are quite efficient and are 
used in many temporal data mining applications and are also 
extended in many directions. 

The last decade has seen many sequential pattern mining 
methods being proposed from the point of view of improving 
upon the performance of the algorithm by Agrawal & Srikant 
(1995) [1]. Parallel algorithms for efficient sequential pattern 
discovery are proposed by Shintani & Kitsuregawa (1998) 
[7]. The algorithms by Agrawal & Srikant (1995) need as 
many database passes as the length of the longest sequential 
pattern. Zaki (1998)  [20]proposes a lattice-theoretic 
approach to decompose the original search space into smaller 
pieces (each of which can be independently processed in 
main-memory) using which the number of passes needed is 
reduced considerably. Lin & Lee (2003) propose a system 
for interactive sequential pattern discovery, where the user 
queries with several minimum support thresholds iteratively 

and discovers the desired set of patterns corresponding to the 
last threshold. 

Another class of variants of the sequential pattern mining 
framework seek to provide extra user-controlled focus [19] 
to the mining process. For example, Srikanth & Agrawal 
(1996) generalize the sequential patterns framework to 
incorporate some user-defined taxonomy of items as well as 
minimum and maximum time-interval constraints between 
elements in a sequence. Constrained association queries are 
proposed (Ng et al 1998) where the user may specify some 
domain, class and aggregate constraints on the rule 
antecedents and consequents. Recently, a family of 
algorithms called SPIRIT (Sequential Pattern mining with 
Regular expression constraints) is proposed [20] in order to 
mine frequent sequential patterns that also belong to the 
language specified by the user-defined regular expressions 
(Garofalakis et al 2002). 

The performance of most sequential pattern mining 
algorithms suffers when the data has long sequences with 
sufficient support, or when using very low-support 
thresholds. One-way [22] to address this issue is to search, 
not just for large sequences (i.e. those with sufficient support 
), but for sequences that are closed as well. A large sequence 
is said to be closed if it is not properly contained in any other 
sequence which has the same support. The idea of mining 
data sets for frequent closed item sets [23] was introduced by 
Pasquier et al (1999). Techniques for mining sequential 
closed patterns are proposed by Yan et al (2003); Wang & 
Han (2004). The algorithm by Wang & Han (2004) is 
particularly interesting in that it presents an efficient method 
for mining sequential closed patterns without an explicit 
iterative candidate generation step. 

III. IDENTIFIED WORK IN THIS FIELD :  
An example of such a pattern is that customers typically 

rent ``Star Wars'', then ``Empire Strikes Back'', and then 
``Return of the Jedi''. Note that these rentals need not be 
consecutive. Customers who rent some other videos in 
between also support this sequential pattern. Elements of a 
sequential pattern need not be simple items. ``Fitted Sheet 
and flat sheet and pillow cases'', followed by ``comforter'', 
followed by ``drapes and ruffles'' is an example of a 
sequential pattern in which the elements are sets of items. 
This problem was initially motivated by applications in the 
retailing industry, including attached mailing, add-on sales, 
and customer satisfaction. But the results apply to many 
scientific and business domains. For instance, in the medical 
domain, a data-sequence may correspond to the symptoms or 
diseases of a patient, with a transaction corresponding to the 
symptoms exhibited or diseases diagnosed during a visit to 
the doctor. The patterns discovered using this data could be 
used in disease research to help identify symptoms/diseases 
that precede certain diseases.  

The task of sequential patterns in knowledge discovery 
and data mining is to identify the item that frequently 
precedes another item. Generally a sequential pattern can be 
described as a finite series of elements such as A → B → C 
→ D where A, B, C, and D are elements of the same domain. 
Each sequential pattern in data mining comes with a 
minimum support value, which indicates the percentage of 
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total records that contain the pattern. An arbitrary example of 
a sequential pattern is 90% of the die-hard fans who saw the 
movie Titanic went on to buy the movie sound track CD, 
followed by the video-tape when it was released. The 
primary goal of sequential pattern discovery is to assess the 
evolution of events against a measured time-line and detect 
changes that might occur coincidentally. This information 
has been used to detect medical fraud in insurance claims, 
evaluate drug performances in pharmaceutical industry, and 
determine risk factors in military operations.  

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS OF USED DATA FOR LAST 5 YEARS  : 
We have taken result data of  5 years and have study 

about their pattern, we find that there is a lacunae during 
redesigning of syllabus because mistakes are repeated and 
we have not modified syllabus in correct directions  

2.1 Year wise Data for Subject Code BE-201 

Year percent 
2003 66.9 
2004 69.9 
2005 76.4 
2006 69.8 
2007 38.7 

 

 
                   RResult Graph for BE-201 
 

We have seen in fig 2.1 data table that in 2007 we have 
got reduced result, which is only 38.7 percentage , so clearly 
we can say that we had to revised  syllabus of Subject code 
BE-201 in year 007 to improve result in 2008-09. 

 
2.2 Year wise Data for Subject Code BE-203 
 

Year percent 
2003 57.29 
2004 61.71 
2005 56.73 
2006 66.9 
2007 54.16 

 

 
2.2 Result Graph for BE-203 

   
2.3 Year wise Data for Subject Code BE-204 
 

Years Percentage 
2003 71.03 
2004 73.04 
2005 79.8 
2006 68.52 
2007 58.76 

 

 
2.3 Result Graph for BE-204 

 
  We have seen  that in graph 2.2 that in BE-203 we have 

note down that we have got satisfactory result in 2004 and 
then it degraded in 2005  and after some modifications in 
syllabus we have a better result in 2006 but again in 2007 we 
have a failure in result as a percentage degradations.   

Similarly we can see the pattern of  BE-204  for year 
2003-07. After year 2005 we have a degraded result in 2006 
and 2007 we have a continuous degraded result so it is 
essential   advise  to strengthen the Institution result  to use a 
technique based on data mining. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK: 
 We have seen that as per our study about patterns of data 

of result displayed by University we can better understand 
how to Redesigned and modified syllabus of any university 
to enhance result percentage, we have tyied to study of 
subjects of a Single Semester subjects having different Codes 
and we find that it’s a big issue for present scenario to 
enhance result to get better ranking and recognition within 
the world of Well Recognise Universities. In future we are 
also going to learn and study of more data with Well define 
Software and then we will put our crisp thoughts about 
modifying the Syllabus.   
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